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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 and 4

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Inspection Report 50-250.251/97-10

This integrated inspection to assure public health and safety included aspects
of licensee operations, maintenance, engineering, and plant support. The
report covers a six week period August 10 to September 20, 1997, of resident
inspection. In addition. the report includes regional announced inspections
of the security access authorization system, health physics, inservice
inspection programs, engineering, and outage activities.

0 erations

~ Operator performance was excellent. and the related responses to a
Unit 3 turbine oil leak and a Unit 4 main transformer cooling
problem were prompt and per procedures. Good coordination and
teamwork were also noted (sections Ol.l and 01.2).

~ Operators performed well during the Unit 4 planned shutdown,
cooldown, and draindown f'r the outage (section 01.3);

~ Unit 4 core alteration and fuel handling activities were
effectively and safely performed (section 01.4).

~ The residual heat removal systems were properly aligned (section
02.1).

~ The licensee demonstrated strong oversight .and effective risk
management during the Unit 4 refueling outage. The new work
control center was a positive initiative (section 07. 1).

~ Operations conducted effective and proactive self-assessments,
thus demonstrating their capability. Recent performance trends
have been positive. and a related open item was closed (section
07.2). ~

~ Ouality Assurance audits of the operations department and related
activities were well performed (section 07.3).

~ Operator performance during a security diesel test was excellent,
and the operator was knowledgeable and demonstrated strong
procedure compliance (section S2. 1).

Maintenance

~ Unit 4 emergency diesel generator maintenance and testing
activities were well performed, with overall strong performance.
QA and engineering involvement was very good (section M1.2).

~ Containment leak rate testing activities were acceptably
performed, with very good engineering involvement (section M1.3).
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~ Unit 4 power operated relief and block valves work was appropriate
(section M1.4).

~ Unit 4 turbine-generator work was well controlled with effective
supervisory oversight (section M1.5).

~ Unit 4 reactor vessel work was appropriately performed, and
response and followup to damaged instr'ument guide tube was well
coordinated and demonstrated good teamwork (section M1.6).

~ Eddy Current Testing (ET) of'team Generator tubes in Unit 4 was
being performed in accordance with a site approved plan. ET
procedures met code requirements and industry standards.
Equipment was in calibration and technicians were well qualified
to perform their tasks (section Ml.7).

~ Augmented ultrasonic examinations for the detection and evaluation
of thermal fatigue cracking in feedwater piping were well planned.
The ultrasonic examination (UT) procedure and technique used were
capable of detecting crack indications, with examination results
from previous outages being used for comparison. UT equipment
used. were in calibration and personnel were well qualified to
perform their assigned tasks (section Ml.8).

~ Flow accelerated corrosion examinations were being performed
following approved procedures and industry practices. Areas with
questionable material thicknesses were evaluated and trended by
engineering. Technical personnel, controlling and performing the
work were adequately qualified to perform thei r assigned functions
(section Hl.9).

~ The Condition Report and Work Plan to repai r external corrosion
damage on piping downstream of the steam dump valves and the west
condenser wall were well prepared and provided adequate guidelines
to implement the repair. Technical personnel in charge of welding
appeared to be sufficiently knowledgeable to direct this work
effort effectively (section M1.10).

Improvements in housekeeping and material condition were noted in
the auxiliary building. Unit 4 containment housekeeping issues
were addressed (section M2.1).

Unit 4 steam generator inspection and cleaning activities were
well performed with good support by engineering and chemistry
personnel (section M2.2).

Unit 4 motor operated valve work was well performed (section
M2.3).

The licensee continues to be aggressive in performing rod control
system maintenance and upgrades (section M2.4).





Emergency core cooling recirculation mode sump screen covers were
inspected and 3 of 4 had gaps greater than 1/4 inch. This issue
remains open pending LER submittal (section M2.5).

A non-cited violation was identified for failure to perform
testing with a calibrated system (section M3. 1).

~ A non-cited violation was identified for several maintenance
department personnel who exceeded overtime limits (section M4. 1).

~ Training material was excellent and instructors were knowledgeable
when a review was made for training electrical maintenance.
personnel for maintaining electrical breakers (section M5.1).

En ineerin

Engineering support for the local leak rate testing and motor
operated valve programs were excellent (section M1.3 and M2.3).

Plant modification packages had adequate preparation, and
appropriate safety screening and analysis (section E2. 1).

Excellent plant support by engineering was noted on auxiliary
feedwater system problems. Engineering involvement in an ongoing
problem, and a comprehensive briefing by engineering management
for supplying support for an owners group project was noted
(sections E2.2 and E2.3).

Modifications associated with the 4C bus repowering were
appropriately conducted and documented (section E2.4).

Modifications to address Generic Letter 96-06 (steam voiding and
overpressure protection for containment closed systems) were
appropriately designed, implemented. tested, and documented on
Unit 4 (section E2.5).

The Unit 4 core reload analysis was well documented and adequately
reviewed (section E2.6).

Engineering performed a very good and comprehensive analysis and
review of the containment spray system inservice test (section
E2.7)„.

Generic Letter 96-01 reviews (related to the testing of safety
related circuits) were completed and appropr iately documented with
a safety evaluation for Unit 4 (section E3.1).

Licensee event, routine, and special reports were timely and well
written (section E3.2 and E8.1).





Plant Su ort

Radiological and health physics aspects of the Unit 4 reactor
vessel instrument column repair were very good, with strong
oversight (section H1.6).

Unit 4 reactor coolant system flush was performed with good
teamwork; however, higher than expected post-flush radiation
levels were noted in the letdown line (section Rl.l).
The licensee's actions, upon finding low levels of contamination
in the snubber trailer and other equipment entering the site were
appropriate and prompt (section R1.2).

A non-cited violation was identified for failure to follow a
radiation work permit and administrative procedures (section
R1.3).

Good radiation protection control measures were in place inside
the licensee's Radiation Control Area (section R1.4).

Good use of remote radiation monitoring technology to save
collective dose was .observed. (section R1.4).

Increases in number of Personnel Contamination Events due to poor
work practices were observed early in the refueling outage
(section R1.4).

The licensee's As Low As Reasonably Achievable activities in 1997
were good and the licensee continued to be successful in reducing
the site collective doses (section Rl.5).

The site ALARA program continued to receiving strong upper
management support (section Rl.5).

The licensee had a good program for establishing and tracking
performance related to dose goals and objectives (section R1.5).

The licensee improved contamination monitoring capabilities for
items being released form the radiation controlled area with more
sensitive small tool monitors (section R1.6).

A repeat violation was identified for failure to control. licensed
byproduct material released from the licensee's Radiation Control
Area (section R1.6).

Licensee radiation protection controls and monitoring activities
concerning temporary high radiation areas resulting from the

, transfer of spent fuel from the Unit 4 reactor to the Unit 4 spent
fuel pool were good (section Rl. 7) .





The vendor Health Physics technicians met the licensee's
qualification and training requirements (section R5. 1).

A partial loss of. emergency si ren power supplies was appropriately
responded to by licensee personnel (section P2.1).

The operator performing the security diesel test was very
knowledgeable and adhered strictly to procedure compliance. The
security AC/OC power distribution was well maintained and
functional (section S2. 1).

The licensee continued to grant a terminated individual unescorted
access, although the individual did not have a work related need
for entry. This was identified as a violation (section S3. 1).
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REPORT DETAILS

Summary of Plant Status

Unit 3

At the beginning of this reporting period, Unit 3 was operating at or
near 100K reactor power and had been on line since July 31, 1997. The
unit was taken of'f-line (Mode 2) on August 14, 1997, to repair an oil
leak. The unit returned to 100K on August 15, 1997. The unit operated
at full power the remainder of the period.

Unit 4

At the beginning of this reporting period. Unit 4 was operating at or
near 100K reactor power and had been on line since April 26, 1997. The
unit was removed from service on September 8, 1997, to commence the
cycle 17 refueling outage. The unit was in the outage the remainder of,
the period.

Common

NRC review of the vehicle barrier system was conducted August 25-27,
1997, (NRC Inspection Report 50-250,251/97-09).

NRC operator licensing examination (Examination Report No. 50-250,2-
51/97-300) was conducted during the period September 8-12, 1997.

Kerry Landis, NRC Region II Reactor Projects Branch Chief, visited the
Turkey Point Site on September 10-11, 1997.

Paul Fredrickson, NRC Region II DRS Maintenance Branch Chief, visited
the Turkey Point Site on September 16-17, 1997.

0 erations

Conduct of Operations

Unit 3 Power Reduction'Due to Oil Leak 71707 and 40500

During routine rounds on the morning August 14, 1997, an operator
discovered a leak in the Unit 3 Hain Bearing Oil System. Shortly
thereafter, a decision was made to take the unit. off-line to accomplish
repai r of the oil leak. The Hain Bearing Oil system supplies high
ressure backup oil to the Hain Generator Air Side Seal Oil System. The
eak was in the backup oil supply line. The leak was characterized as a

pencil size stream and approximately 50 gallons had accumulated. A weld
overlay was 'used, and the Unit was returned to service the morning of
August 15, and reached lOOX later that day.

The inspector observed control room operations during the downpower
evolution. Control room communications were obse'rved to be clear and
formal. Procedure adherence was noted to be very good. There was a





01.2

01.3

strong management presence in the control room during this downpower
evolution. The inspector also attended several outage planning meetings
for this unplanned outage. A strong commitment to teamwork was noted
and conservative decision making determined the scope of the outage.
Overall operator response was excellent.

The inspector also attended a meeting of the Plant Nuclear Safety
Committee (PNSC) which reviewed the use of a check valve as an isolation
oint for a clearance boundary. A check valve was used to isolate the
igh pressure oil to the seal oil skid to facilitate repair of the leak.

Administrative Procedure O-ADM-212, In-Plant Equipment Clearance Orders,
required PNSC review and Plant General Manager approval when a check
valve is used as an isolation point when no other means of isolation is
available. The inspector reviewed the clearance order and observed the
PNSC deliberations. The clearance order was approved 'with personnel and
plant safety consideration appropriately reviewed by the PNSC.

Loss of Unit 4 Main Transformer Coolin 71707

On August 14, 1997, at 1:40 p.m., and again at 3:26 p.m. operators
responded to losses of both the normal and emergency cooling for the
Unit 4 main transformer. Both feeder breakers tripped, de-energizing
the transformer oil pumps and fan cooling equipment. Operators
responded per alarm response procedures (ARP) and off-normal operating
procedures (ONOP) requirements. Operators reset the affected breakers
within minutes, thus restoring the cooling equipment. High ambient
temperatures within the breaker panel caused the breakers to trip on a
thermal-magnetic condition. The emergency feeder breaker was replaced .

with a magnetic only type trip, and temporary cooling was installed.
The normal feeder breaker was replaced during the outage.

The inspector reviewed operator response, ARP and ONOP implementation,
* and engineering and maintenance followup. Condition Report (CR) No. 97-

1246 and a problem status summary were initiated by the system engineer.
Good teamwork, and prompt operator response were noted resulting in no
unit effects.

Unit 4 Shutdown and Cooldown and Reactor Vessel Draindown

Ins ection Sco e 60710 and 71707

The inspectors reviewed and observed portions of the licensee's shutdown
and cooldown activities associated with the Unit 4 cycle 17 refueling
outage. In addition, the inspectors reviewed reactor vessel draindown
activities.
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Observation and Findin s

The licensee commenced power reduction for the Unit 4 cycle 17 refueling
outage on September 6, 1997. to 50K power. Subsequently, on
September 8, 1997, at 12:05 a.m., the generator output breakers were
opened. Operators shutdown the reactor using a manual trip from the
intermediate range, entering Mode 3 at 12: 12 a.m. Subsequent testing
and cooldown activities were performed and the unit entered Mode 4 at
12:53 p.m. and Mode 5 at 6:50 p.m. on September 8, 1997. The unit
entered Mode 6 at 7: 17 a.m. on September 11, 1997, when the licensee
commenced reactor vessel head stud detensioning.

The inspectors observed the unit shutdown. portions of the cooldown, and
related testing activities. The inspectors verified that these
evolutions were performed in accordance with approved procedures, that
appropriate oversight was present, and that Technical Specification
requi rements were followed. Overall. observed activities were well
performed and safely conducted with strong oversight. The shutdown was
performed in accordance with general operating procedure (GOP) 4-GOP-
103, Power Operations to Hot Standby.

The inspector noted that the operator performance during the shutdown
was deliberate and professional, with strong oversight. Operations
management and Quality Assurance (QA) presence were noted. Training
performed prior to shutdown activities was very good. Further. the NPS
conducted briefings per procedure O-ADM-217, Conduct of Infrequently
Performed Tests or Evolution, and Operations department instruction
(ODI-CO) procedure ODI-CO-26. Major Evolutions Pre-Briefs, prior to
initiation of the shutdown.

In order to accommodate reactor pressure vessel (RPV) head detensioning,
the reactor coolant system (RCS) was drained to a level of 1:5 feet
below the RPV flange. Reduced inventory or midloop oper ation condition
exists at'.0 feet or more. below the RPV flange. Therefore, the
licensee did not technically go into midloop conditions unti 1 after

the'ompletecore offload. However, the inspectors reviewed the following
documents:

Generic Letter. (GL) No. 88-17, Loss of Decay Heat Removal. and the
licensee's responses to this generic letter:

Operating procedures 4-0P-041.7, Draining the Reactor Coolant
System: 4-0P-041.9, Reduced Inventory Operations: and 4-0P-201.
Filling/Draining the Refueling Cavity and the Spent Fuel Pit (SFP)
Transfer Canal:

Off-normal operating procedure 4-0NOP-050.2, Loss of Residual Heat
Removal (RHR):

Various plant drawings:





Training lesson plans and system description No. 007, Reactor
Coolant System:

Control room log books; and

Refueling outage schedules.

Prior to the draindown evolution, the licensee conducted special
briefings as required by procedure O-ADH-217, Conduct of Infrequently
Performed Tests or Evolutions. Level was maintained at approximately
49K on the remote reactor draindown level indicators LI-6421 and LI-
6323. This corresponded to 1.5 feet below the RPV flange.

The inspectors verified that redundant RCS level indications were
available and were being monitored by control room operators. Level
devices LI-6421 and LI-6423 provided remote readout in the control room.
and a tygon level tube (level device LI-6422) provided local indication
in the containment. The inspectors verified that these devices were
available, being used, and being recorded by operators such that they
indicated within thei r allowable tolerances. On September 11, 1997, LI-
6421 lost power when a load center tripped. Operators immediately
responded by manning the level hose in containment (eg, monitored LI-
6422).

The inspectors noted that the licensee was proactive in reducing risk
and demonstrated conservatism-in its decision to complete core off load
prior to entering reduced inventory and midloop operations for RCP and
steam generator work. Further, licensee actions to drain the RCS (with
fuel loaded) were effectively conducted with good procedural compliance
and with strong oversight.

Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that the licensee'demonstrated very good
performance during Unit 4 shutdown, cooldown, and pre-refueling
draindown activities. Actions .taken were in accordance with .procedures
and demonstrated conservative operations.

Unit 4 Core Refuelin Activities

Ins ection Sco e 71707 and 60710

The inspectors reviewed core alterations during the Unit 4 outage.

Observations and Findin s

The Unit 4 reactor core was completely off loaded into the SFP
during'he

period September 15-16, 1997. The licensee implemented procedure 4-
OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle, for the fuel movement. Procedures 4-
OP-038. 1, Preparations for Refueling Activities, and 4-0P-038.9,
Refueling Activities Check Off List, were used to ensure that





prerequisites, precautions, limitations, and guidance were appropriate
for core alteration activities.

The inspectors reviewed the above mentioned procedures, refueling
Technical Specifications. operating procedures for each refueling
station. the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Section 9.5,
and operating and reactor engineering logs. The inspectors witnessed
ortions of the Unit 4 refueling activities from the following
ocations:

Reactor Control Operator (RCO) station in the control room:

Reactor engineer station in the control room:

RCO, Senior Reactor Operator (SRO), non licensed operator, and
vendor stations on the manipulator bridge:

Containment upender and transfer cart station, and

RCO and SRO station on the SFP bridge.

On September 16, 1997, two inspectors entered the Unit 4 containment to
perform inspections on fuel movement and for an In-Service Inspection
(ISI). After entering the containment, the inspectors were processed at
the Foreign Materials Exclusion (FME) control point just outside the
reactor cavity. The inspectors noted that there were good controls in
place at the FME control point. There was fuel movement work in
progress. Upon entering the cavity area, the inspectors observed that
the manipulator crane was lowering fuel into the upender. The
inspectors proceeded to perform inspection in the cavity area. Shortly
thereafter, the inspectors observed the manipulator crane started
approaching towards them. The inspectors had to quickly step away from
the path of the crane. One of the inspectors subsequently spoke with
the SRO handling the fuel movement activities and with the operations
management personnel. The SRO was not aware that the inspectors had
entered the cavity area. In addition, it appeared that the inspectors
had been standing in a "blind spot" during the crane movement. The
licensee wrote a condition report and is reviewing thei r procedures on
access to the cavity area and manipulator crane movement. In addition,
the operations manager wrote a night order to address this personnel
safety issue.

Conclusions,

For those evolutions that were directly observed. the inspectors noted
that communications were formal, teamwork was effective, and procedure
usage and compliance was strong. Overall, observed core alteration and
fuel handling activities were effectively and safely performed.
Immediate actions for the personnel safety issue were appropriate.
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Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

Residual Heat Removal RHR Walkdown 71707

During the period, the inspectors walked down portions of the RHR
systems on both units. This included the Unit 4 RHR shutdown cooling
mode of operation per procedure 4-0P-050, RHR System. The inspector
observed operators establishing RHR cooling to support decay heat
removal during the Unit 4 outage. The inspector concluded that

'perators were knowledgeable, and that the RHR systems were properly
aligned for both units.

Quality Assurance in Operations

Unit 4 Refuelin Outa e Oversi ht and Risk

Ins ection Sco e 60710 and 40500

The inspectors reviewed the licensee controls and oversight in effect
during the Unit 4 refueling outage. This included the implementation of
administrative procedure O-ADM-051, Outage Risk Assessment and Control,
and recent program enhancements.

Observations and Findin s

The ADM required a risk assessment team to review the refueling
schedule, switchyard work, higher risk evolutions, and key safe-shutdown
functions and to maintain a risk information notebook. The team was
comprised of engineering, outage. operations, and maintenance personnel.
Minimum required equipment was addressed in the ADM enclosures. The
inspectors verified that important equipment was maintained operable or
available as necessary. Deviations from the ADM requirements were
accomplished by the use of an approved Temporary Change Notice (TCN).
The enclosures were broken into two parts: large decay heat load (<10
days from shutdown) and reduced decay heat load (>10 days from
shutdown). The enclosures were further divided by RCS temperature, loop
availability, and inventory.

The inspectors reviewed the safety equipment necessary to support decay
heat removal from Mode 3 to Mode 6 with the vessel and cavity flooded.
In Mode 3, all safety equipment were required to be operable by both
technical specification and ADM requirements. In Mode 4, the licensee
maintained all safety equipment operable above any regulatory
requi rements. Although not requi red by the Technical Specifications,
the licensee maintained ECCS available. for Modes 4, 5, and 6. For
example, the cold leg accumulations. HHSI, and the charging system were
available for injection. makeup, and RCS teed/bleed operations. although
the TS did not require this.

Once the cavity was flooded to support core offload, the 4A train
equipment was removed from service as allowed by Technical
Specifications. This 4A train outage included the 4A EDG, the 4A 4KV





buses, and the 4A RHR and support systems. Since this occurred in the
first 10 days, another TCN was written and approved by both the risk
team and management.

The inspectors verified that the outage plan was implemented as
scheduled and that Technical Specification and ADN requirements were
met. The inspectors noted conservatism relative to equipment made
available to remove decay heat as the licensee transitioned from hot
standby (Node 3) to refueling (Node 6). Further, the licensee
maintained RPV level above RCS reduced inventory and RCS midloop level.
The licensee continues not to go to midloop with the core loaded in the
vessel. This has been true for the past several years. Another good
practice noted was system engineering involvement and task manager
designation. Periodically, and at least weekly, the system engineers
walked down their systems and wrote a report. These reports as well as
the TCNs were maintained in risk assessment notebooks located both in
the control room and in the outage conference room.

The inspectors noted that the licensee assigned shift directors to cover
the outage around the clock. Senior plant personnel and department
managers w'ere assigned this shift di rection function. These shift
directors provided oversight and maintained status of the refueling
outage activities. They also conducted the periodic outage status
meetings'. The inspectors noted that these shift di rectors were involved
in the field and directly involved in containment activities, and were
knowledgeable of refueling outage risk management.

The inspectors noted that QA personnel were involved in outage
activities including core fuel handling. containment tours, EDG .

maintenance, PC/H implementation, and maintenance and surveillance
testing. QA findings were discussed with the appropriate personnel and
were documented in QA audit and surveillance reports.

Control room oversight was strengthened during the outages. The
operating shifts were modified from a six-shift eight-hour rotation, to
a three-shift twelve-hour rotation. This provided extra NPSs and ANPSs
on each shift to provide SRO coverage for refueling, the work control
center (WCC), and other outage-related activities. A new WCC was
designed and constructed f'r the current outage. Located in the east
end of the HP building, the WCC provided operations oversight and
control of clearance and work activities. A NPS and other operators
manned the WCC, allowing the control room to focus on unit operations
for both the operating and shutdown unit. Further, operations
management provided additional oversight for key refueling activities,
e.g., shutdown, draindown, core alteration, depressurization, key
maintenance activities, etc.

c. Conclusions

In conclusion, the inspectors noted strong oversight and effective risk
management during the Unit 4 refueling outage. The new WCC was a
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a.

positive initiative to improve work control and oversight, and to allow
the control room to better oversee unit operations.

0 erations Self-Assessment

Ins ection Sco e 40500 and 92901

The inspectors reviewed an operations self-assessment activity and
related report performed during. June 1997.

Observations and .Findin s

Based on performance issues prior to and during the Unit 3 spring 1997
refueling outage (NRC IFI 50-250,251/97-04-01), the licensee's
operations department performed a self-assessment with an independent
team. This team included participation from the operations department
at both the St. Lucie and Turkey Point Plants, QA, Training, and
contractors. The team's charter was to examine work control practices,
self-checking, oversight of operations activities, root cause and
corrective action assessments of previous issues (e.g., CRs), and to
make recommendations.

The self-assessment, included procedure and policy reviews, CR reviews,
surveys and interviews of. personnel, and an integrated performance
assessment. The team concluded that human errors had occurred due to
weaknesses in command and control, communication, coordination, and
experience level. The team validated management's concern that the
operations department was not performing up to expectations or to the
previous assessment level.

Positive findings were also addressed in the report. These included
conservative decision making, effective daily meetings. department
interfaces. pre-job briefings. resolution of workarounds, procedure
compliance, low procedure on-the-spot-changes (OTSCs) and temporary
system alterations (TSA) backlog, and managements acknowledgement of
performance issues and the need for improvements.

Corrective actions completed and recommended included: high performance
team training, pre-outage training of critical activities, work control
center improvements. procedure backlog reduction efforts,
standardization of crew briefs. development of crew indicators, some
hardware and procedure changes, and addressing operations turnover
issues. Personnel turnover in operations has been higher than normal.
Actions to address this area have included salary assessments, hiring
experienced individuals and pipeline replacements, improved non-licensed
operator working conditions, and pursuing a 12-hour shift rotation
schedule.

Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the operations self-assessment was a
proactive and effective activity. and the results confirmed managements'





previous concerns. Recent performance in operations and resultant
trends have been very good. Based on this. the IFI was closed.

07.3 A Audits of 0 erations 40500

The inspector reviewed QAO-PTN-97-008, dated September 4. 1997. which
detailed the results of a periodic QA audit of operations. The audit
concluded that operations was proactive in improving performance since a
declining trend was noted ear ly in 1997. The audit noted positive items
including self-assessments, and challenges including accountability and
personnel turnover. The inspector concluded that the QA audit was
thorough and appropriately assessed operations.

II. Maintenance

H1 Conduct of'aintenance

Hl. 1 General Comments

Ins ection Sco e

Maintenance and surveillance test activities were witnessed or reviewed.

The inspector witnessed or reviewed portions of the following
maintenance activities in progress.

Unit 4 emergency diesel generator. (EDG) overhauls (section M1.2)

Unit 4 power operated relief valve (PORV) maintenance (section
Hl.4)

Unit 4 turbine generator overhaul (section M1.5)

Unit 4 Reactor Vessel Work (section M1.6)

Unit 4 Steam Generator Activities (section M2.2)

Unit 4 rod control maintenance (section M2.4)

Unit 3 and 4 ECCS sump screen repairs (section M2.5)

The inspectors witnessed or reviewed portions of the following test
activities:

Unit 4 EDG testing (section M1.2)

Unit 4 containment leak rate testing (section M1.3)

Motor operated valve (MOV) testing (section M2.3)

Security diesel test (section S2. 1)





b. Observations and Findin s

10

For those maintenance and surveillance activities observed or reviewed,
the inspectors determined that the activities were conducted in a
satisfactory manner and that the work was properly performed in
accordance with approved maintenance work orders (PWOs).

The inspectors also determined that the above testing activities were
performed in a satisfactory manner and met the requirements of the
technical specifications.

c. Conclusions

Observed maintenance and surveillance activities were well performed.

Unit 4 Emer enc Diesel Generator Outa e EDG Activities

Ins ection Sco e 62707 and 61726

The inspectors observed selected ongoing corrective and preventive
maintenance. and testing activities associated with the 4A and 4B EDG
outages.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors observed portions of the ongoing corrective and
reventive maintenance activities of the Unit 4 EDGs as required by
echnical Specification 4.8. 1.1.2. The licensee's inspections of the

EDGs were conducted in accordance with Procedure 4-PMM-022.3, Emergency
Diesel Generator 18 Month Preventive Maintenance. The 18 month PM

inspections were accomplished and documented under PWOs.

The inspections were performed by contractor personnel with assistance
from onsite engineering and maintenance groups with offsite support.
Ongoing activities observed by the inspectors included draining and
changeout of engine lubricant, flushing and changeout of radiator
coolant system, lube oil strainer inspection, engine main lube oil
filter inspection,,inspection of cooling system including radiator, fan
drive belt tensioning, turbo oil filter replacement, and soakback oil
strainer inspection.

The inspectors noted that licensee QA personnel were present frequently
during the maintenance activities. The EDG inspections did not reveal
any notable discrepancies requiring further investigation. The
inspectors noted that the appropriate preventive maintenance
instructions and precautions were followed. The EDG engineer from the
FPL Juno Beach office was also frequently present to provide oversight
and assistance for the contractor personnel performing the work
activities. No problems were noted during the inspectors'bservation
of the above activities.
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Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the 4A and 4B ED(l maintenance and testing
activities were well performed with overall strong performance. QA and
engineering involvement in the ongoing maintenance and testing was very
good.

Local Leak Rate Testin LLRT and Modificati on Im 1 ementati on

Ins ection Sco e 62707 and 61726

The inspectors discussed local leak rate testing of containment
penetrations that was scheduled to performed on Unit 4 during the outage
with the Inservice Test ( IST) coordinator and IST supervisor.
Additionally, the inspectors observed performance of leak rate testing
of selected containment penetrations. Implementations of PC/Hs 97-18
and 95-124 were also reviewed.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors held discussions with licensee IST personnel responsible
for LLRT testing activities. The inspectors concluded that the IST
coordinator and IST supervisor were knowledgeable and responsive to the
inspectors questions. Additionally, the inspectors observed selected
LLRTs.

Licensee IST personnel performed the LLRT in accordance with procedure
4-0SP-051.4, Local Leak Rate Tests. No problems were noted with the
performance of the leak rate testing observed by the inspectors.-

PC/H 97-18 enhanced the LLRT capabilities for Unit 4 penetration 7
(primary water supply to RCP standpipe fill) and 47 (primary'water
containment supply). Similar modifications were performed on Unit 3
during the last outage. New ball valves were added to allow testing
without interrupting the primary water system. The inspector reviewed
the PC/H packages and documentation, and observed field installation
(see also section E2. 1).

The licensee documented failures under CRs. The inspectors reviewed
these CRs and held discussions with licensee engineering personnel. The
licensee determined the failures were due to two check valves leaking.
Root cause determination of the fai lure was still in progress at the end
of the inspection period. The inspectors concluded that the licensee
had adequately addressed the LLRT failures.

Conclusions

LLRT and PC/H activities observed by the inspectors were performed in an
acceptable manner . The IST coordinator and IST supervisor were
knowledgeable and responsive to inspectors'uestions. Engineering
support was excellent. Further, the condition report system was
appropriately utilized to document problems and failures.
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Unit 4 Power -0 crated Relief PORV and Valves Maintenance and Testin
62707 and 61726

The licensee tested the Unit 4 PORVs per surveillance procedures. The
PORVs are two-inch, Copes-Vulcan, air-operated. plug valves with an
internal cage. The PORVs have had historical seat leakage problems.
PORV 4-456 was repaired due to seat leakage. The licensee also tested
both Unit 4 PORV block valves (MOV-4-535 and 536).

The inspectors reviewed the proc'edures, PWOs and other related
documentation, discussed the maintenance and testing with licensee
personnel, and inspected the valves and work area in the pressurizer
cubicle. The inspectors concluded that test procedure and PWO

implementation were appropriate.

Unit 4 Turbine Generator Overhaul and Secondar Plant Modifications
~62707

The licensee performed Unit 4 turbine generator maintenance including
turbine inspections, modification, and refurbishment, and other related
preventive and corrective maintenance activities. A number of PC/Ms
were also completed.

The inspector reviewed work and selected PC/M packages, UFSAR Chapter
10, and observed maintenance and modifications in the field. The
inspectors noted excellent supervisory oversight, and positive control
of the turbine heavy load lifting, and rigging activities.
Unit 4 Reactor Vessel Work 62707

During the Unit 4 refueling outage, the inspectors observed portions of
the reactor vessel work including: reactor head interferences removal,
reactor head detensioning. upper internals lifts, cavity seal ring
installation, and other related activities. The inspectors verified
that maintenance procedures were being used. that an appropriate level
of supervision was present. that operations personnel were cognizant of
the appropriately approved those required activities. and that
activities were safely conducted.

During the reactor head lift on September 13, 1997, the northeast
instrument column exhibited abnormal indications. The bullet nose which
protects the core exit thermocouple (CET) instrument column came into
contact with the head. The instrument column was damaged during
subsequent head movements. Causal factors included failure of the
bullet nose clamp ring and poor verbal communications. The licensee
removed the head and the upper internals, and conducted inspections to
assess the damage. The licensee confirmed one of the four CET
instrument columns (northeast position or number 53) was bent in three
locations. Westinghouse personnel were contacted for possible repai rs
or abandonment. Apparently, similar problems have occurred at other
facilities. The licensee concluded that abandonment was the best
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alternative. These actions were completed prior to vessel reassembly.
CR No. 97-1459 and PC/M 97-041 addressed the CET column 'removal and
abandonment.

The inspectors concluded that for these observed activities. the work
was appropriately performed. Followup to the CET instrument column
damage was thorough and demonstrated good teamwork. Health Physics
control of dose for this job was very good. Overall, licensee
performance was good for these reactor vessel related maintenance
activities.

Steam Generator Tube SG Examination Unit 4

Ins ection Sco e 73753

Through discussions and review of selected documents and observations,
determine the adequacy of SG tube examination.

Observations and Findin s

Back round: Eddy Current testing (ET) of SG tubes commenced on
September 18, 1997. The inspection was being performed in accordance
with the requi rements of Plant Technical Specifications, the American
Society .of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Section XI, 1989 Edition
with no addenda and included provisions of Code Case N-401-1 (Digital
Equipment). USNRC, Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revision 1 was applicable by
reference. Other controlling documents associated with data collection
and analysis were as follows:

CS I - ET-97-048

NDE 1.3, Rev. 9

Eddy Current Examination Plan for
Steam Generator Tubing at Turkey
Point Unit 4.

Eddy Current Examination of
Nonferromagnetic Tubing using Multi-
Frequency MIZ-30 Techniques

By review of the above-mentioned plan, the inspector ascertained that
the examination provided for programmed and expanded tube samples that
were to be examined with a bobbin coi l. The programmed examinations
consisted of four components which covered all active tubes with
previously identified imperfections, degradation.and possible
manufacturing defects. In total. the programmed tube sample amounted to
approximately 645 tubes/SG or about 20 percent of the tubes in each SG.
The balance of the tubes were grouped in two samples (2S and 4S). The
tubes in these two samples had no evidence of degradation. The 2S
sample consisted of 40 percent of the tube population and the 4S sample
included, the balance of the remaining tubes for a total of 100 percent
of the tubes per SG. The bobbin coil examination included the entire
length of each active tube from the hot leg entrance around the U-bend
and through to the top support on the cold leg.'
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Plugged tubes prior to this outage included 16 tubes in SG "A", 8 in SG
"B" and 9 in SG "D". In addition to the above, the licensee planned to
implement an augmented examination program using the motorized rotating
pancake coil (MRPC) to investigate specific areas where certain
degradation mechanisms were suspected. These areas included tube
support plate intersections, tube sheet expansion transitions, sludge
pile and support plates and the row 1 U-bends.

Observation:'he inspector observed data acquisition in progress on
September 18, 1997. This work effort included acquisition, verification
of probe location, in line system calibration. personnel cer tifications
and equipment calibration. The examination was being performed using
the MIZ-30 acquisition system with digital and multi-frequency eddy
current techniques. Differential bobbin coils 0.720 inch in diameter
were used in rows four and higher and smaller sizes (0.700 and 0.680) in
rows one through three.

The licensee's Component Support and Inspection (CSI) section was
responsible for the overall management of this activity. Eddy current
data acquisition and analysis was being performed by various vendors who
had been qualified in accordance with ASME Code Section XI, 1989
Edition. The controlling document for data analysis was the Eddy
Current Testing Data Analysis Guidelines and Performance Demonstration,
dated September 1997. Data analysis was planned to be performed by two
separate analysts and discrepancies resolved by Level III or Level IIA
analysts as appropriate.

Conclusions

The activity appeared to be well managed and implemented as evidenced by
well qualified technical personnel and knowledgeable support groups.
The ET inspection plan for this outage met or exceeded code and industry
standards.

Flow Accelerated Corrosion FAC Examination - Feedwater Blowdown
S stems Unit 4

Ins ection Sco e 62700

Determine by, observation and document review the adequacy of the
licensee's inspection effort and evaluation of inspection findings.

Observation and Findin s

Inspections for the detection of FAC in secondary piping systems inside
containment were in progress during this inspection. As such the
inspector observed examinations performed on a feedwater nozzle and
associated piping and, on certain components of the blowdown system near
SG "A". The licensee's program for this activity had been modeled to
comply with Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI), checkmate/Che-
NDE, industry experience and engineering judgement.
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~Com onent

The examination was being performed in accordance with Procedure NDE
5. 18, Rev. 5, Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement. This pr'ocedure was
written to comply with the ASME. Code Sections V and XI. Areas of
interest on components were mapped out on a grid pattern for examination'ase and repeatabi lity during subsequent inspections. The inspection
was performed using an electronic data logging device with data storage
capability. The logged data were subsequently documented on a printout
and evaluated. Components with thickness measurements near or at
minimum wall, were evaluated by engineering for acceptability. The
inspector observed FAC examinations performed on the f'ollowing
components:

~Sstem SG Condition

Feedwater IFC-P-21

Blowdown IBAW-E-5, P-6 A

Thickness approaching
minimum wall.
Engineering evaluating
acceptability for one
more cycle. Condition
Report (CR) No. 97-1457.

See above.
CR No. 97-1468

C.

M1.9

b.'n

addition to this work effort, the inspector reviewed quality records
for equipment and personnel who performed the examination. These
records were found to be in order.

Conclusion

Examinations on selected components followed approved procedures and
industry practice. Site engineering had a proactive role in'valuating
and disposition of inspection findings. Equipment were calibrated and
personnel were sufficiently qualified to perform their assigned tasks.

Au mented Ultrasonic Examination for Thermal Fati ue Crackin of
Feedwater Pi in to Steam Generator

Ins ection Sco e 62700

Determine by observation and document review the adequacy of the
licensee's inspection effort and evaluation of inspection findings.

Observation and Findin s

Ultrasonic examination for detection of thermal fatigue cracking in
'eedwaterpiping in close proximity to SGs was in progress. As such the

inspector observed examinations performed on welds in main feedwater
Loop A. These welds were identified as FWA-2401-3A, 28 and 29.

The examination was performed using ultrasonic examinations Procedure
NDE 5.16, Rev. 8. This procedure was written to be in compliance with
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ASHE Code Section XI, 1989 Edition and employs an enhanced sensitivity
technique to assure internal diameter (ID) crack detection. Areas of
interest were scanned in two directions axially with 60'efracted shear
wave transducers. Indications were confirmed using a 70 tr ansducer.
Welds were examined at a minimum gain setting of twice the reference
sensitivity level and a scanning overlap of 50'f the search element
dimension. All crack like indications were investigated and recorded
regardless of amplitude. Reflectors with amplitudes of ~ 20K of the
distance amplitude correction (DAC) curve were recorded.

All recorded indications were plotted and those indications > 100K of
the reference level were compared with previous examination results.
The inspector observed the above-mentioned examinations, reviewed the
evaluations and corresponding plots of indication that were evaluated as
root geometry and counter-bore. These indications were identified on
previous inspections and were being monitored.

Conclusion

The subject examinations were performed following conservatively written
procedures and acceptance criteria. Engineering played a proactive role
in evaluating indications. Data documentation was thorough and
accurate. Technical personnel were well trained and performed thei r
tasks in a professional manner.

Hl. 10 Re air/Re lacement of Corroded Steam Dum Lines To Condenser Unit 4

a. Ins ection Sco e 62700

The inspector determined by observation, document review and discussions
the adequacy of the licensee's plans to repai r and/or replace the
subject piping.

Observation and Findin s

External surface corrosion had been observed on piping downstream of
steam dump control valves CV-4-2827. 2828, 2829 and 2830, in the area of
their connection to the west condenser wall. In general the damage was
the result of pitting and general corrosion. The problem was attributed
to the existing support design which allowed water to accumulate between
gussets in the upper portion of the support structure. Weep holes
located in this structure lined up directly over the subject lines.
This allowed the water to drain on the piping surface, through the
insulation causing significant damage to the external pipe surface.

Repairs will involve restoration by weld buildup and pipe replacement.
'lthoughthe subject piping was not safety related, it was the seismic

boundary for support consideration at the condenser nozzle and as such
the licensee considered the repair work as quality related.

The Licensee stated that the repai r and replacement involving welding
was to be performed by a contractor using his welding program and
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rocedures. These procedures were to be reviewed and approved by the
icensee's welding supervisor, OA, Engineering and plant management.

The problem weep holes will be relocated to prevent recurrence of this
problem. Insulation will not be replaced in the vicinity of the
supports and a coating will be applied to minimize damage by corrosion.

The repair will be performed under Work Order 97017701-01 dated
August 21, 1997. Condition Report 97-1075 Supplement 1, was generated
to document engineering's disposition of the problem described.

Conclusion

Work to repair external surface corrosion damage on piping down stream
of the steam dump valves and the west condenser wall was being done
under controls imposed by the licensee's QA and welding supervisor.
Engineering documents and a work order provided adequate controls and
guidelines to bring this project to a satisfactory conclusion.

Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

Housekee in and Material Condition 62707

During the period. the inspectors reviewed licensee efforts to paint and
to improve material condition of the plant. Efforts were primarily
directed towards the Unit 3 auxiliary building areas, including the
charging pump. pipe and valve. and spray pump rooms. Other areas are
scheduled for the future.

During the Unit 4 outage, the. inspectors periodically toured the
containment to observe work in progress, radiological conditions,
material conditions, housekeeping. and personnel safety. Early in the
outage, the level of housekeeping was noted to need improvement. The
licensee also recognized this and initiated corrective actions.
Improvements were noted during subsequent inspections and tours.

The inspector noted this to be a good effort to upgrade overall plant
material conditions.

Unit 4 Steam Generator Ins ection and Cleanin Activities 62707

During the current Unit 4 refueling outage, the licensee performed tube
inspections, tube plug examinations, bundle flushes, and secondary side
sludge lancing associated with all three steam generators. This
included involvement among FPL corporate, site. and contractor
organizations. Steam generator inspections and associated activities
were performed in accordance with approved program plans. The chemistry
department retained overall responsibility for this steam generator
work.

The inspectors observed a sampling of the above mentioned activities
including field work, data retrieval, and assessment. Inspection
procedures were also reviewed, and personnel involved in the steam
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generator activities were interviewed. The inspectors also reviewed
UFSAR Chapter 4.2. 4B and 4C. The inspectors concluded that the
licensee's engineering and chemistry personnel were effectively involved
in all phases of these activities. Strong secondary chemistry programs
and controls have resulted in minimal steam generator tubes plugged.

M2.3 Unit 4 Motor 0 crated Valve MOV Activities 61726 and 62707

The inspector reviewed the scope of MOV related activities scheduled for
the Unit 4, Cycle 17 refueling outage. The licensee performed HOV
testing, differential pressure tests, HOV overhauls, grease inspections
and preventative maintenance inspections. Observed MOV work in the
field included MOV 878B, HOV-4-872, and HOV-4-861A. The inspector
reviewed and discussed several condition reports that were generated as
a result of these MOV activities with engineering personnel.

The inspector concluded that the HOV coordinator/responsible engineer
was knowledgeable and maintained cognizance and ownership of the MOV
related activities ongoing during this outage. Work was well performed.

H2.4 Unit 4 Rod Control Maintenance and Modifications 62707 and 37551

Based on issues and problems related primarily to the Unit 3 rod control
system, the licensee performed the following activities on Unit 4 during
the outage:

Plant procedure O-PHI-028.5, Rod Control System Preventive
Maintenance, was completed. The procedure verified power
supplies, power supply auctioneering, fuses, logic cabinet=-timing
and firing card testing.

All Unit 4 Rod Control System firing cards were replaced with a
new enhanced firing cards purchased from Duke Power Corp. The new
cards reduce heat generated in each Power Cabinet. Reducing the
operating temperature within the Power Cabinets is designed to
prolong the operating life of the control cards.

Cooling fans were added to each Power Cabinet to provide
additional cooling during system operation. The new cooling fans
were added to reduce the operating temperatures within the Power
Cabinets.

All Rod Control system printed ci rcuit cards were removed from the
system and tested by the vendor. Firing, Phase, and Regulation
control cards from the Power Cabinets were tested at elevated
temperatures using a dynamic tester. A zener diode replacement
was completed as a preventative maintenance action. Testing of
the cards was a preventive maintenance activity to identify and
correct potential card fai lures.

The 4B HCC air handler was checked.
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The DC Hold Cabinet was functionally tested on each rod group.
Additionally, a procedure was written for its use. This is-
intended to provide a means of repairing Rod Control failures on
line.

The inspector observed portions of these actions. The inspector noted
that similar actions were taken on Unit 3 during the last outage. The
inspector concluded that the licensee continues to be aggressive and is
devoting attention in dealing with rod control issues.

ECCS Containment Sum Issues 62707

On September 9, 1997, during the Unit 4 refueling outage, the licensee
discovered deficiencies in the ECCS containment sump screen covers.
These inspections were the result of recent industry concerns. The Unit'

south sump had a 1 inch hole in the top and a gap along the floor-
screen interface in two locations (3/8 inch by 4 inches. and 5/8 inch by
13 inches). The Unit 4 north sump had a similar gap in the floor-screen
interface (1/2 inch by 19 inches), and gaps around a CCW pipe
penetration ( 1/2 inch and 7/16 inch). UFSAR section 6.2.2 requires no
more than a 1/4 inch gap to filter debris to ensure containment spray
nozzle functionality. The screens are 5 feet by 5 feet. 1 foot high,
and constructed of galvanized steel.

The licensee initiated CR 97-1352 and began reportability and
operability reviews for both units. Root cause and corrective action
analyses were initiated. On September 11, 1997, the licensee made a
containment entry on Unit 3 to inspect its screens. The Unit 3 north
sump was satisfactory; however, the south sump had a gap at the floor-
screen interface of 3/8 inch by 24 inches. The Unit 3 south sump and
the 3A train of ECCS were declared inoperable. and TSAS 3.5.2.e was
entered. The licensee made immediate repairs by overlaying a piece of
galvanized wire mesh and securing the mesh with stainless steel wire.
This repair method was approved by engineering and QC. Once repai rs
were completed and inspected, the TSAS was exited. The licensee also
made an ENS call per 10 CFR 50.72 at 2:23 p.m. on September 11. 1997.

During the per iod 1989 to 1990. the licensee responded to NRC IN 89-77
regarding ECCS sump screen issues. Corrective actions included
inspections and repai rs to both units, and enhanced periodic inspection
procedures. The licensee had developed procedure O-SNH-051.3.
Containment Closeout Inspection. Section 6.2.3.3 of the procedure
included a step to check that the screens had no more than a 1/4 inch
gap in the any area. The licensee confirmed that these inspections were
done after the completion of the last two refueling outages: April 1997
for Unit 3, and April 1996 for Unit 4. Deficiencies were not identified
at the time of'hose inspections. Either the current deficiencies
occurred after those inspections or the inspections missed the
deficiencies.
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Current 1 i censee correcti ve acti ons included:

- Repaired Unit 3 south sump screen,
- Plans to repair Unit 4 screens prior to Mode 4,
- Issued Training Brief,
- Issued Information Bulletin No. 97-44 to alert personnel of the screen

area restrictions and importance during the outage,
- Revised the SMM procedure,
- Plans to submit LER on the issue, and
- Retrained maintenance and QC personnel on the inspection criteria.
The inspector reviewed the above documentation, inspected the Unit 4
screens, reviewed the Unit 3 repairs, and discussed the issue with
licensee personnel. Based on the recent similar occurrence at St Lucie,
the inspector considered that the previous post-outage inspections of
the ECCS sump screens were less than adequate either due to training or
due to procedure inadequacies. This issue remains open pending licensee
submittal and NRC review of the LER.

Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

Vibration Measurement a'nd Test E ui ment M8TE

Ins ection Sco e 62707 and 37551

The inspector reviewed the licensee's evaluation and closure of an issue
regarding the calibration of vibration M&TE.

Observations and Findin s

During observation of a containment spray pump IST surveillance, (NRC
Inspection Report No. 50-250.251/97-06) the inspector noted that the
accelerometer probe used in the vibration testing did not have any
associated calibration data. It was not evident whether the "transducer
probe" attachment was included in the calibration of the measuring
system. After preliminary review of the calibration techniques used,
the licensee wrote a condition report.

The vibration IST calibration system used consisted of a vibration
indicator ( International Research Development (IRD) model 810) and an
accelerometer probe ( IRD model 970) that was connected to the indicator.
The licensee was using four indicators and four probes. Any of the
probes could be used with any of the indicators. Prior to 1993, the
indicators were calibrated at an independent laboratory. The licensee
did not find any information indicating that the probes were included in
the calibration. In 1993, the licensee wrote calibration procedures and
started calibrating the vibration indicators in the Turkey Point 18C
calibration lab. Based on vendor information, the accelerometer probes
were not included in the in-house calibration program. As per vendor
guidelines, the accelerometer probes were functionally tested by
connecting the probe to the indicator and shaking the probe and
verifying there was indicator response.
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The four indicators and four probes were sent out to Duke Power Standard
Laboratory for calibration. Total loop accuracy was determined by
testing the indicators and probes, both, independent of each other and
in pai rs. Based on American Society of Nechanical Engineers (ASNE) ON-
1989 addenda, Part 6 requirements, Duke Power Standard Laboratory
determined that maximum inaccuracy is +/-4X for the transducer and,+/-3X
for the indicator. Thereby. using the squar e root of the sum of squares
method gave a total maximum allowable system inaccuracy of +/- 5X error.

Results of the as-found calibration data showed that three of'he four
accelerometer probes exceeded the maximum allowable percent error. One
of these probes had a maximum total inaccuracy of +5.7X error. This was
seen in the low frequency range at 10 Hertz (Hz). The second probe had
a maximum inaccuracy of +6.97% error. This was seen in the high
frequency range above 1700 Hz. These two probes exceeded the maximum
error in the conservative direction. That is, the test data would
indicate higher vibration levels than actual. The third accelerometer
probe exceeded the maximum allowable, error in the non-conservative
di rection, it had a maximum inaccuracy of -4.93K error. This was seen
at frequency ranges above 700 Hz.

Based on the maximum as found data results, the licensee calculated the
worst case total non-conservative system (indicator and probe) to be-
5.77K. This was determined by assuming a worst case indicator of -3X
with the worst case probe of -4.93K., This result exceeded the maximum
allowed by ASNE by -0.77K. The IST group reviewed the last two IST
results on a total of 90 pump tests. The review concluded that the
additional -0.77K system inaccuracy would not have put the pumps in any
alert nor action range. Thus, no ASNE code violations occurred relative
to pump IST.

The probe with the non-conservative error was taken out of service. The
probe with the conservative error at low frequencies'as taken out of
service as well. The probe with the conservative error above the 1700
Hz range is in service but is restricted for use below 1700 Hz only.

The licensee indicated that future calibrations would be done at an
independent lab. In addition, an indicator and probe would be married
and calibrated together as a system. The probes would not be inter-
changeable. Lastly. the licensee indicated they would purchase a shaker
table calibration standard to calibrate the probes and indicators "in-
house" to be included in the Turkey Point I8C calibration program.

Conclusions

Although the data indicated that there was no operability concern with
the pumps. the licensee was using a calibrated system that did not meet
IST system calibration requirements. Further, the licensee was
following vendor recommendations, and recent NRC N&TE inspections noted
the program to be very good. Failure to perform IST testing with a
calibrated system was identified as a violation. This corrected
violation of minor significance is being treated as a Non-Cited

1
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Violation (NCV) consistent with Section VI. of the NRC Enforcement
Policy. NCV 50-250,251/97-10-01. Failure to'Perform IST With a
Calibrated System was closed.

Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance

Maintenance De artment Overtime Usa e 62707

The inspector reviewed the licensee's Nuclear Safety Speakout (NSS)
followup to concerns (NSS-PTN-97-22 and 97-53) regarding possible
maintenance department violations of the overtime policy. The concern
was that during the March 1997 Unit 3 refueling outage, personnel
exceeded the site overtime rules. These rules state that an individual
can work no more than 16 hours in a 24 hour period, or 24 hours in a 48
hour period, or 72 hours in a week. Shift turnover time is not
included. Both the TSs and site procedures stated these requirements.

The licensee reviewed QA reports, security ingress/egress records, time
sheets, and interviewed personnel. Technical Specification 6.2.2.f
requirements, FPL Policy NP-305, and procedure QI-1-PTN-1 were also
reviewed. The licensee concluded that based on individual's on site
time (e.g. ~ security records), several individuals exceeded the overtime
guidelines. However, the licensee discovered that not counting the
shift turnover time and time spent during meals before, during, and
after the shift, these individuals did not exceed these guidelines.
Further. these individuals worked on the turbine, and therefore were not
performing safety related work. Thus, no TS violations occurred. For
example, an individual was onsite for 18 hours; however, one hour was
turnover time, and one hour was meal time. Thus, the individual did not
exceed the 16 hour guideline. Nonetheless, the licensee considered this
to be not consistent with their policy.

The inspector reviewed the above documents, independently assessed
overtime use during outages, and discussed these issues with licensee
personnel. No evidence of any fitness for duty issues arose. The
practice of not including shift turnover time in one's total is
accepted: however, not including meal times as onsite time is
questionable. The inspector confirmed that the individuals worked on
the turbine crew, and thus did no safety related work and no TS
violations occurred. However, a violation of licensee policies and
procedures did occur. The concern was previously identified and
corrective actions have been put in place, including a memo to all site
personnel on May 30, 1997. This non-repetitive, licensee identified and
corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation (NCV) per
section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. NCV 50-250,251/97-10-02,
Maintenance Overtime Procedure Violations, is closed.
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Maintenance Staff Training and Oualification

Electrical Maintenance Trainin

Ins ection Sco e 62707

The inspector reviewed the specialty training for electrical maintenance
with particular emphasis on 4160 VAC breaker preventative maintenance
and repair.

Observations and Findin s

A review was made of the industry guidelines for training and
qualification of maintenance personnel. The inspector selected certain
lesson plans for the G.E. 4160 Volts switchgear. The lesson plans were
well written and included certain selected corrective actions identified
in condition reports. The lesson plans reviewed were for the classroom
and for the laboratory exercises.

The inspector then used a series of recent problems i.e., hardened
lubrication or lack of lubrication. spring adjustments, etc., to discuss
with the laboratory instructor. These discussions were made using the
licensee's training breakers. The instructor was very knowledgeable and
pointed out on these breakers that these problem areas were covered in
their program.

Conclusions

The text material was excellent for training the electrical maintenance
personnel for maintaining the 4160V electrical breakers and all of the
maintenance training personnel contacted were every knowledgeable.

En ineerin

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

E2. 1 Modification Packa es

Ins ection Sco e 37550

A review was made of two of the licensees Plant Change/Modification
(PC/H) packages. One package was prepared for the upcoming outage and
the other package was for a currently working modification. The
packages were reviewed for safety evaluations and other appropriate
attachments.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors reviewed Minor Engineering Package (HEP) for Plant
Change/Modification No. PC/M 97-018, Primary Water System Enhancements
to Facilitate LLRT of Penetrations 7 and 47. This modification will be
performed during the upcoming outage on Unit 4 (it was performed on Unit
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3 during their last outage). The 10 CFR 50.59 screening was reviewed,
along with the bill of materials, special instructions, engineering
justifications, post maintenance testing. and a Change Request Notice
(No. M-009118). The inspectors examined the records to ascertain that
the licensee had received NRC permission to not perform a hydrostatic
test and use ASME Code case no. N-416-1. The package was adequate.

Another modification package that was being performed before the
upcoming outage was reviewed. This engineering package provided for the
permanent removal of the diaphragm on the B boric acid recycle monitor
tank. The function of this tank had changed and the engineering
evaluation concluded that the diaphragm was no longer needed. This
package was considered a minor modification (and normally no 10 CFR
50.59 is needed) but since the diaphragm was referred to in the FSAR a
50.59 safety evaluation had to be performed. The other parts of the
package were adequate to support the modification.

Conclusions

The two PC/M packages reviewed were adequately prepared and included
appropriate safety screening and safety analyses.

S stem En ineerin Su ort 37550

The inspectors discussed an ongoing system issue with the system
engineer for the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW). The issue involved
finding debris in check valves in the instrument air lines for the AFW
system. The concern was that if the check valves could not properly
close, the back-up safety grade Nitrogen system would not control the
AFW flow control valves used in an emergency situation. The system
engineer discussed the finding of debris in some of the lines that have
been blown down and plans to blow down other lines. The debris found
each time was sent to the metallurgical laboratory for analysis. Some
galvanizing pieces (from galvanized piping in the system) and some
construction related debris were identified. This was a good example of
engineering's continuing support for other organizations.

En ineerin Su ort For Plant Review Board PRB 37550

The Systems Engineering Manager provided a status update and a request
for additional funding for the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) Baffle
Former Bolt Issue Management Plan. This issue involved the finding of
UT indications in baffle plate bolting in the core area of several
nuclear plants in Europe. The cracking was intergranular and some tests
had suggested that the failure mode could be Irradiation Assisted Stress
Corrosion Cracking. The WOG was developing plans for inspection and
replacement, getting bolting data, obtaining utility technical
representation, and determining lead plants for inspection in order to
determine if this problem was present in the reactors in this country.
A sufficient amount of information was clearly presented to the PRB
allowing the members to make an informed decision.
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E2.4 4C Bus Re owerin PC/M 96-96)

a. Ins ection Sco e 37551
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The inspector reviewed modifications associated with the repowering of
the 4C non-vital bus loads per PC/M 96-96.

b. Observations and Findin s

Unit trips have occurred when the non-vital 4C bus was lost. The 4C bus
supplies the 4B steam generator feed pump (SGFP), backup rod control
power supply, and other non-vital important unit loads. The PC/M
repowers the 4B SGFP from the 4C bus to the 4B vital bus. The PC/M also
repower s the following loads from non-'vital motor control centers (MCCs)
to vital MCCs:

Moisture separator reheater (MSR) stop valves (MOV-4-1433 and
1434),

Volume control tank (VCT) outlet valve (LCV-4-115C).

4B primary water pump, and

Component cooling water (CCW) makeup valve (MOV-4-832).

Work completed this outage included MCC repowering and preliminary 4B
SGFP work. Final 4B SGFP repowering is scheduled for the Cycle 18
outage in the spring of 1999. Unit 3 similar modifications are
scheduled for the fall of 1998.

The inspector reviewed the PC/M and work packages, reviewed training
brief No. 697, observed portions of the installation. verified post-
modification testing and PC/M closure. and discussed the PC/M with
engineers.

c. Conclusion

The inspector concluded that the PC/M was appropriately completed and
documented.

E2.5 Generic Letter GL 96-06 Related Modifications

a. Ins ection Sco e 37551

The inspector reviewed PC/M 96-93 which added a static head tank for the
Unit 4 CCW system to address possible steam voiding of the emergency
containment coolers (ECC) during an accident; and, PC/M 96-12 which
added thermal overpressure protection of isolated containment piping.
Both PC/Ms address issues raised by GL 96-06.
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Observations and Findin s
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The CCW static head tank was added to supplement the existing surge tank
for the CCW system. The head tank was located outside containment and
attached to the containment concrete structure. CCW system pressure was
increased 29 psi. The PC/M also added level instrumentation and alarms.
relief valve modifications, and MOV spring pack changeout for HOVs-4-
716A and B. These changes were necessary to address the increased CCW
pressures and operating levels.

PC/M 96-12 modified containment penetrations 9. 25, 47. 55, and 5 by
adding thermal relief valves; CV-4-850 A thru F (SI test line) fail
positions were changed; containment sump discharge check valves (4692 A,
B) discs were drilled: and, test connections were added.

The inspector reviewed the PC/M packages, 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, work
scope documents, drawing changes. UFSAR updates. and observed portions
of the field work. In addition, these PC/Ms were discussed with
engineering personnel. Post modification testing and PC/M turnover were
also reviewed.

Conclusions

The inspector concluded that these PC/Ms were appropriately designed,
implemented, documented, and tested.

Turke Point Unit 4 C cle 17 Reload PC/M No. 97-14 37551

The licensee initiated PC/M No. 97-14 for the Unit 4 Cycle 17 core .
reload. This PC/M provided for the reload core design and in'eluded the
replacement of i rradiated assemblies with new 15 x 15 optimized fuel
assemblies. The new assemblies were of the debris resistant design
which included several fuel design enhancements. These were similar to
the recent previous reload designs.

The inspectors reviewed the documentation package for the PC/M including
the design bases and analyses, the safety evaluation, core loading plan,
and other pertinent data. The inspectors noted that appropriate reviews
and approvals were performed by Engineering, Reactor Engineering. QC and
the PNSC. The inspectors concluded that PC/M was well documented and
adequately reviewed.

Containment S ra Pum Suction Pressure

Ins ection Sco e 37551

The inspector reviewed the licensee's engineering analysis and design
review of the containment spray pump suction pressure.
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E3

E3.1

During an In-Service Test (IST) surveillance on the containment spray
pumps (NRC Report No. 50-250,51/97-06) the inspector noticed that the
pump suction pressure increased when the pump was operated. To better
understand what was occurring a't the suction side of the spray pumps,
engineering performed a comprehensive review of this system. The review
included the following:

~ Hydrodynamic analysis, and system design;

~ History of modifications made to this system relating to IST, and
history of IST procedure changes;

~ History of IST data.

In summary, engineering concluded that the increase in suction pressure
during IST pump operation was not a correct reading. The increase was
due to localized transients. The suction pressure gages are located
very close to the pump suction nozzles and during pump operation the
suction gages were responding to the localized transients. Additional-
ly, engineering found that during the pump operation portion of the IST.
there existed a small amount of pump impeller cavitation. Also, during
IST pump operation there is a very high velocity '(in the order of 20
ft/sec) through a 2-inch'throttle valve located near the pump suction.
These two items also contributed to the false suction pressure readings.
Engineering satisfactorily addressed the inspectors questions regarding
the vibration and cavitation during IST.

Engineering reviewed PC/Ms 84-144 and 85-37 and the corresponding
procedure changes implementing these modifications. The modifications
had been completed on the containment spray system to improve IST test
flow rates. The flow rate was increased from 100 gallons per minute
(GPM) to 400 GPM.

Although much of this work had been previously completed, there was no
document which captured all the data and history. The licensee wrote a
documentation only condition report. One of the action items in the
condition report was to include the information from this review in the
Design Bases Document.

Conclusion

Engineering performed a very good and comprehensive analysis and review
of the containment spray system IST.

Engineering Procedures and Documentation

Generic Letter GL 96-01 Res onse 37551

GL 96-01 required the licensee to review their testing of safety related
circuits to assure TS compliance, and to verify the systems would
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function when called upon. These actions were required to be complete
for Unit 4 prior to the restart from the Cycle 17 refueling outage. The
1 i censee identi fied three instances of non-compl iance, whi ch was
reported to the NRC in LER No. 96-04 and subsequent supplements. These
issues were reviewed in previous NRC Inspection Reports. The licensee
completed their review per the GL, and documented this in a safety
evaluation. The PNSC reviewed and approved the safety evaluation.

The inspector reviewed the safety evaluation, attended the PNSC meeting,
and discussed this issue with engineering personnel. Final NRC review
and closeout of the GL will be documented in future correspondence.

Re orts 90712 90713 and 92700

The inspectors reviewed the monthly operating reports for July and
August 1997, and LER 97-07 (section E8. 1). The reports were timely and
well written.

Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

Closed LER 97-07 Unit 3 Automatic Reactor Tri Due to MSIV Closure
90712 and 92700

The event was reviewed in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-259,251/97-08.
The LER stated that the root cause of the trip was relay failure due to
aging. The normally energized Westinghouse BFD22S coil relay was
replaced with an upgraded and lower wattage type relay. Other Unit 3
MSIV relays were also replaced. The similar Unit 4 relays will be
replaced during the outage. In addition the licensee committed to
reviewing aging issues related to relays and other electrical compo-
nents.

The LER also addressed the A AFW turbine overspeed trip issue. This
item was also reviewed in the previous NRC Inspection Report.
Continuing licensee corrective actions included enhanced AFW testing,
noise susceptibility testing of the suspect tachometer, and part 21
reviews.

The inspector reviewed the LER and determined it to be well written,
factual, and adequately stated causes and licensee corrective actions.
The LER was closed.

IV. Plant Su ort

R1

Rl. 1

Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP8C) Controls

Unit 4 RCS Chemical Flush 71750

The inspector. reviewed the licensee's efforts to chemically flush the
RCS after the shutdown and prior to the outage work. Hydrogen peroxide
was added to the RCS after reaching 180 F. The resultant chemical shock
along with the boration (acidic) shock, and cooldown and RCP effects,
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released the cor rosion layer into the coolant system. The radio-
activity and crud was cleaned up by the CVCS demineralizers. Higher
than normal system radiation levels required HP to post certain areas of
the containment and auxiliary buildings. Chemistry. monitored RCS crud
and activity levels to ensure cleanup was effective. Higher than
expected CVCS letdown radiation levels persisted after the flush and
cleanup activities. The licensee is currently pursuing this issue.

The inspector reviewed the process, toured the auxiliary building,
observed chemical sampling and analyses, and discussed these evolutions
with licensee personnel. The inspector concluded that the Unit 4
chemical flush and cleanup activities were performed with very good
teamwork noted.

Snubber Truck and E ui ment Contamination

Ins ection Sco e 71750

The inspectors reviewed the licensee activities regarding a snubber
trailer and outage related equipment that arrived on site with low
levels of contamination.

Observations and Findin s

On September 11, 1997, health physics was surveying a snubber testing
trailer that had arrived on site. As required by the licensee's
procedures, a survey was being performed prior to allowing the truck to
enter the protected area. The results of the initial survey indicated
that the snubber tester had low levels of contamination. Initial
surveys were done with a frisker using a 100 square centimeter probe.
In addition, smears wer e taken and counted. The licensee found that the
company delivering the snubber tester, Enertec, was not licensed to
transport radioactive material. Licensing notified the State of Florida
Department of Health, Bureau of Radiation Control. and reported the
incident to the NRC per 10 CFR 50.72 (b) (2) vi. HP posted the snubber
trailer as Radioactive Material and Notify HP Prior To Entering. enteredit into the RCA, and completed a survey on it. The licensee
subsequently wrote a condition report.

Two subsequent contamination events occurred on September 16 and 20,
1997. These involved vendors tools and welding equipment. Similar
action and notification were taken.

Conclusions

The licensee's actions, upon finding low levels of contamination in the
snubber trailer, and tools and equipment were appropriate and prompt.
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a. Ins ection Sco e 71750 and 62707

Condition Report No. 97-1168 was written after a day-shift HP technician
found an arc welder outside the dry storage warehouse. The arc welder
was tagged with a radiation material tag, and it appeared the welder had
been moved without the appropriate HP controls. The inspectors reviewed
the closure of the condition report, interviewed the HP technician that
found the welder and the personnel involved in this incident, and
verified that the licensee corrective actions had been completed.

b. Observations and Findin s

The inspector reviewed the following documents and procedures:

.~ CR 97-1168 Condition Report;

~ 0-HPS-041 Control of Radioactive Material Inside the
Radiation Controlled Area;

~ 0-ADM-604

0-ADM-605

HP-1 RWP 97-105

0-ADM-360

Radiological Protection Guidelines and
Practices;

Control of Radioactive Tools, Equipment. and
Components;

Job Specific RWP for Mechanical Maintenance Dept
Activities:

Health Physics Department Personnel Training and
Oualifications: and

~ TS 6.0 Administrati ve Control s.

On the morning of July 29, 1997. an arc welder was found in the RCA
outside the dry storage warehouse. The welder was tagged with a
radioactive material tag and instructions on the tag read "Notify HP
Prior To Moving." It appeared that no one knew who had moved the
welder. The licensee could not find any documentation or information
describing or giving authorization to,move the welder. HP management
had already been notified and had taken immediate actions which included
roping-off the welder and writing a condition report to initiate an
investigation.

July 29, 1997, was designated as a plant general clean-up. The HP mid-
shift supervisor and two HP technicians were in training that night.
Due to the training, there were two additional HP technicians on shift
to provide HP plant coverage.

A mid-shift mechanical maintenance crew had been tasked with the general
cleaning (non-contaminated areas) in the rad waste building. At the
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beginning of the shift the maintenance foreman informed HP that his crew
was going to per form general cleaning in the rad waste building. The
crew had been directed to remove an arc welder from the rad waste
building and take it to the dry storage warehouse. The welder was
located inside the building in the truck bay and was tagged with a
radiation material tag. The radiation material tag had written

. instructions to "Notify HP Prior To Moving." Believing the arc welder
could be handled as a "tool" and not noticing the radiation tag, a
'maintenance mechanic picked up the welder and walked it over to the dry
storage warehouse. The dry storage warehouse was closed. The mechanic
left the welder just outside the dry storage warehouse gate and returned
to the rad waste area where his crew was working. The mechanic
indicated that his intention was to notify HP that the dry storage
warehouse needed to be opened. At this time the crew was on its way out
of the RCA to take a break. The mechanic spoke out to the crew and
asked that they inform HP that he needed to have the dry storage
warehouse opened. The mechanic returned to where he had left the welder
to wait for the HP technician.

Shortly thereafter the mechanic was asked by a second mechanic to
provide assistance in making the pickup rounds on contaminated dress-out
clothes. This job required HP assistance as well. The two mechanics
prepared the carts f'r the job and waited for the HP technician so they
could start the rounds. However, prior to starting this job, and since
this job was not a priority, the two mechanics were asked to start
another job which focused more on the clean-up activities. The
mechanics continued this work through the end of the shift.
Consequently, the arc welder was lett outside the dry storage warehouse
at the end of the shift. That morning on the day shift, an HP
technician found the arc welder outside the dry storage building. HP
management was notified and a condition report was written.

Throughout the interviews, the inspector noted that all the personnel
involved in the incident took accountability for the activities which
occurred that night. In addition, there appeared to be a good working
rapport between Health Physics and Mechanical Maintenance. Further, it
was evident that licensee management had counselled the individuals
involved. i.e., they were well aware of the correct actions to be taken
when moving equipment with radioactive material tags and were versed
with the requirements of the RWP. However, the inspector noted that
there was a difference of opinion on the meaning of "tools" verses
"equipment." Mechanical maintenance personnel considered the arc welder
to be a tool, whereas HP considered the welder to be an equipment.

1

Conclusions

Failure to obtain HP escort when moving the arc welder which was tagged
with a radiation material tag was a violation of the RWP and
administrative procedures. This non-repetitive, licensee-identified and
corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation (NCV)
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consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. NCV
50-250,251/97-10-04, Failure to Follow RWP and Administrative
Procedures. was closed.

External Ex osure Controls 83750

Ins ection Sco e

This area was reviewed to assess whether licensee controls for
radioactive material and radiation were sufficient to prevent
unnecessary radiation exposures.

Observations and Findin s

The review included reviews of records and procedures, interviews with
licensee personnel and observations of work activities in progress. The
inspectors made observations in the Unit 4 Containment Building.
Auxiliary Bui lding, Dry Storage Facility, and yard areas within the
Radiation Control Area (RCA). Areas outside the RCA in the Turbine
Building, warehouses, yard, and RCA boundary were also observed.

On tours within the RCA. the inspectors made independent radiation
surveys, examined the adequacy of the licensee's radiation protection
boundaries and radiological postings, examined labeling of containers,
verified radiation monitoring equipment in use was calibrated and
receiving periodic source checks. checked the security of high radiation
area doors. observed housekeeping, observed radiation worker compliance
with radiation protection controls, observed Health Physics Technicians
(HPTs) performing radiation surveys, and interviewed radiation workers.

The licensee stationed HPTs in containment to monitor work and assist
radiation workers as needed. Personnel entering containment were
provided Radiation Work Permit (RWP) briefings and any special dosimetry
needed in the Health Physics (HP) Building. Licensee HPTs were able to
control steam generator work in high radiation areas for many tasks from
the HP building by observing activities with video monitoring equipment,
communicating and directing workers with radios and monitoring
individual radiation doses using teledosimetry on the radiation workers.
The licensee was making good use of radios for communications between
the roving HP technicians in containment and the HP technicians in the
HP building. The inspectors observed good use of technology in
monitoring and controlling work in high radiation areas from low dose
areas.

The number of Personnel Contamination Events (PCEs) during the ongoing
Unit 4 Refueling Outage (RFD) were significantly higher than those
observed in recent outages. In the Unit 3 Refueling Outage (RFO) earlier
in the year the number of PCEs on day 10 was 16 versus 36 in the Unit 4
RFO. The total number of PCEs in the Unit 3 RFO were 46. In recent
years the number of PCEs had'generally declined. The licensee
attributed the increases to several factors including a rush to complete
tasks. wet surfaces. and poor work practices.
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Good radiation protection control measures were in place inside the
licensee's RCA. Good use of remote monitoring technology to save
collective dose was observed. Increases in the number of PCEs due to
poor work practices were observed early in the RFO.

As Low As Reasonabl Achievable ALARA 83750

Ins ection Sco e

The inspectors reviewed the status of ALARA program initiatives and the
licensee's dose reduction activities during the Unit 4 RFO with. licensee
personnel to assess whether the licensee was continuing to maintain
occupational radiation exposures ALARA.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors interviewed licensee personnel and reviewed records of
ALARA program results and activities.

The licensee had two RFOs planned for 1997. The most recent years
having two RFOs were 1991 and 1994. The licensee had 939 and 474
person-rem for those years respectively. The 1997 goal was 475 person-
rem with 165 person-rem goal for each RFO. The Unit 3 refueling outage
in 1997 planned'for 35 days was completed in 44 days and resulted in
approximately 159 person-rem, which was the licensee's best collective
dose for a RFO.

The licensee was effectively tracking and trending dose rates for work
areas to evaluate dose reduction efforts. The licensee was also
effectively tracking and trending outage and non-outage task'performance
in efforts to manage occupational radiation exposures ALARA.

Through day ll of the Unit 4 RFO (September 18, 1997) the collective
dose total was approximately 93 person-rem. This was approximately 23
person-rem above the projection for that day in the outage. Unplanned
work with the upper internal instrument column repai r activities had
resulted in additional collective dose. The bent instrument column had
increased the collective doses for several de-fueling work activities.
The licensee had accumulated approximately 15.5 person-rem during the
1997 Unit 4 de-fueling. This compared with approximately 7.9 person-rem
in the 1996 Unit 4 de-fueling activities. The most significant dose
contributor in the 1997 Unit 4 defueling was the head removal at 7.3 rem
versus 0.4 to 0.6 rem in recent RFOs.

During the inspection the licensee concluded the instrument column was
too damaged to repair and would have to be removed. The upper internals
were located in the lower cavity during drain down and had increased the
dose rates in the upper containment., The licensee expected higher doses
than planned for other tasks -in upper containment. The licensee
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appeared to be seeing slightly higher collective doses in lower
containment as well.

On September 18, 1997, the Plant Manager learned that the In Service
Inspection (ISI) bolt inspection had exceeded planned collective dose
estimates of 2.5 rem at approximately 5.0 rem and the number of hours
expended were nearly twice the expected at approximately 700 hours. The
Plant Manager met with radiation protection personnel concerning the
problem and ordered all ISI work stopped until the staff could develop a
plan to minimize additional collective exposures. The Plant Hanager's
actions demonstrated strong upper management support for the radiation
protection and ALARA programs.

Conclusion

The licensee's ALARA activities in 1997 were good and the licensee
continued to be successful in reducing the site collective doses. The
inspector found the licensee's ALARA successes were due to several
factors including strong management support, improved participation of
plant staff in implementing the ALARA dose budget, and shorter refueling
outages. The licensee had a good program for establishing and tracking
performance related to ALARA goals and objectives.

Release of Radioactive Contaminated E ui ment 83750

Ins ection Sco e

During the inspection the licensee discovered a contaminated item
outside the licensee's RCA. The inspectors performed a review of the
licensee's contamination control program relative to this event.

Observations and Findin s

Re ui rements

Title 10 CFR Part 20. 1801 requi res the licensee to secure from
unauthorized removal or access licensed materials that are stored in
controlled or unrestricted areas.

Title 10 CFR Part 20. 1802 requires the licensee to control and maintain
constant surveillance of licensed material that is in a controlled or
unrestricted area and that is not in storage.

Title 10 CFR Part 20.1501(a), required, in part, that each licensee make
or cause to be made. sur veys that may be necessary for the licensee to
comply with the regulations and are reasonable under the circumstances
to evaluate the extent of concentrations or quantities of radioactive
material and the potential radiological hazards that could be present.

Licensee Technical Specification 6.8. 1 requires written procedures be
established, implemented. and maintained covering activities recommended
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in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revision 2 ~ February 1978,
Sections 5.1 and 5.3 of ANSI N18. 7-1972.

'icensee procedure O-HPS-021.3. "Release of Material from the Radiation
Controlled Area," Revision dated August 20, 1997, requi red in step 6.7,
"Tools or equipment painted purple may NOT be released from the RCA
until all the purple paint is removed, and the tools or equipment
verified free of radioactive contamination."

Radioactive Contamination Monitorin Ca abilities

The regulations applicable to nuclear power reactor licensees did not
rovide for release of materials for unrestricted use that are known to
e radioactively contaminated at any level. NRC Circular 81-07 provided

licensees guidance which would provide reasonable assurance that
contaminated materials were properly controlled and disposed of while at
the same time providing a practical method for the uncontrolled release
of materials from the restricted area. As stated in that guidance, "The
contamination monitoring using portable survey instruments or laboratory
measurements should be performed with instrumentation and techniqUes

. (survey scanning speed, counting times, background radiation levels)
necessary to detect 5.000 disintegrations per minute (dpm)/100 square
centimeters (cm') total and 1,000 dpm/100 cm'emovable beta/gamma
contamination." The total detection value was derived using a 20

cm'hinwindow Geiger-Muller (GM) detector in an area having a low
background.

Prior to July 1997, the licensee's primary contamination survey
instrument was the portable thin window GM. Items released from the
licensee's RCA using the thin window GM detector could have some
undetectable radioactive contamination up to 5,000 dpm/100 cm'. which
was acceptable using the guidance of Circular 81-07.

In order to strengthen the licensee's contamination control program and
better detect lower levels of contamination the licensee began using
radiation monitors, such as the SAM-9, with better sensitivities to low
level contamination. The more sensitive detectors could measure the
lower levels of contamination the older detectors could not detect.

Previous Contamination Monitorin Issues

In 1996 and 1997 the licensee's staff found several contaminated items
outside the licensee's RCA that were contaminated with low level
contamination and/or were designated for use only in the RCA.

On March 15, 1996, licensee personnel found a purple colored
nitrogen bottle in the Unit 3 main steam platform cage on the
turbine deck. Generally, purple signifies potential contamination
present. A survey found 280,000 dpm fixed contamination level on
the bottle. The bottle was moved into the RCA. The violation was
identified as an Non-Cited Violation (NCV) 50-250,251-96-02-06,
Failure to Adequately Survey Material Leaving the RCA.
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On March 27, 1996, licensee personnel found a purple painted
flashlight in the turbine building elevator vestibule, outside the
RCA. A survey confirmed fixed and loose contamination of
approximately 1,000 dpm. The flashlight was returned to the RCA.
The violation was identified as an NCV 50-250,251/96-04-04,
Contaminated Flashlight Found Outside the RCA.

During the period of March 16, and April 7, 1997, the licensee's
staff found six items outside the licensee's RCA that were
contaminated with low level contamination and/or were designated
for use only in the RCA. These items were discussed in the
50-250,251/97-06 inspection report. The inspection report also
documented two examples of equipment and materials released from
the RCA to unrestricted areas that were later determined to be
contaminated. On March 25. 1997, the licensee released painting
equipment that was later found to have fixed and loose low level
contamination. On June 3, 1997, the licensee released used
component cooling water heat exchanger tubes that were found to
ha've low level contamination. The releases of the painting
equipment and the heat exchanger tubes was identified as a
violation (VIO) 50-250.251-97-06-02,-Failure to Control Licensed
Byproduct Material and Hake Adequate Contamination Surveys. The
licensee's response to the 97-06-02 violation, dated August 20,
1997, reported in part, a site survey program was underway to
confi rm the absence of contaminated material outside the
licensee's RCA and that full compliance was achieved on June 16,
1997.

Reviewed Contamination Honitorin Issues

On August ll, 1997. HPTs performing a routine radiation and
contamination survey identified two contaminated Motor Operated Valve
(HOV) Actuators in the licensee's Training Building located outside the
licensee's RCA and protected area. The contamination was fixed and
ranged between 1,000 cpm/direct frisk to 26,000 dpm/direct frisk
(approximately 50,000 to 130.000 dpm/100cm'). „ The licensee moved the
components into the RCA.

As a result of the finding. the licensee formed an Event Response Team
to evaluate the event for resolution. The inspectors learned the
licensee had operated with primary to secondary leaks in the 1970s and
1980s which had contaminated portions of the secondary systems. The
licensee concluded the actuators had been contaminated on their exterior
surfaces through contaminated steam leaks during that period. In the
late 1980s or early 1990s ~ the licensee made the decision to de-post the
secondary side of the plant as a RCA. During the period of March 12 and
April 1. 1997, the components were moved from the Turbine Building in
the protected area to the Training Building just outside the protected
area. Since the components were outside the RCA they were not surveyed
before they exited the protected area.
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The licensee initiated additional corrective measures to better identify
and control contaminated material that were not reported in the
licensee's response to the 97-06-02 violation. During the Unit 4 RFO.
the licensee stopped the release of tools and equipment through the
Nuclear Entrance Building and routed flow of materials in and out of the
protected area though a truck trap. An HP check point was established
in the truck trap to facilitate the monitoring process. The licensee
also began additional surveys in the turbine building to identify
potentially contaminated installed components on the secondary side.
The licensee continued to develop controls to prevent the release of
byproduct material from the site.

The licensee's failure to survey and control the NOVs having fixed
radioactive byproduct contamination was identified as a violation of 10
CFR Part 20. 1501(a) and 20. 1801. The item is tracked as the first
example of VIO 50-250,251/97-10-05, Failure To Control Licensed
Byproduct Materials. The failure to survey and control byproduct
mat'erial is a repeat violation of VIO 97-06-02.

The licensee's survey efforts outside the RCA resulted in the discovery
of several items having low level contamination. The license was
documenting all contamination finds in Condition Reports (CRs). The
inspectors reviewed the CRs initiated in August and September of 1997;
relating to the control of contaminated material, tools, and equipment.
The inspector noted the following:

Test equipment from the MME Lab entering the licensee's RCA was
found contaminated (6,700 dpm/100 cm') on August 20, 1997. (CR 97-
1263);
Portable drill press from the Maintenance Building entering the
licensee's RCA was f'ound contaminated (5,065 dpm) on August 21,
1997, (CR 97-1266);
Ladder in the licensee's Turbine Building having four small
radioactive material stickers was found contaminated (2,000
corrected counts per minute (ccpm)/direct frisk) September 5,
1997, (CR 97-1339);
Scaffold knuckles in the licensee's Turbine Building were found.

- contaminated (1,000 to 2,000 ccpm/di rect frisk) September 7, 1997,
(CR 97-1346);
Seven pieces of elect ical equipment surveyed outside the
licensee's RCA leaving the protected area through a truck trap
were found contaminated (4,000 to 16,000 dpm/SAN 9) on September
12, 1997, (CR 97-1422);
Misc equipment surveyed outside the licensee's RCA leaving the
protected area through a truck trap were found contaminated on
September 13, 1997, (CR 97-1447). Items included LANPLEX2500
(14,300 dpm/SAM 9), coveralls (3,600 to 6,964 dpm/SAM 9), heavy
equipment roller (25,000 dpm/SAN 9). five hand tools (7,000 to
30,000 dpm/SAM 9), and in Turbine Building electrical cord (5,000
ccpm/probe area);
Four pairs of coveralls surveyed outside the licensee's RCA
leaving the protected area through a truck trap were found
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contaminated (4.000 to '7,000 dpm/SAM 9) on September 14, 1997, (CR
97-1451)
Air hose surveyed in truck trap were found contaminated (19,000
dpm/SAM-9) on September 15, 1997, (CR 97-1467)
Cart surveyed outside the licensee's RCA leaving the protected
area through a truck trap was found contaminated (2,000 dpm/direct
frisk) on September 17, 1997. (CR 97-1493).

The items above were identified by the licensee with the use of more
sensitive contamination monitoring instrumentation and increased
licensee efforts to identify low level radioactive contamination on
equipment and materials entering and exiting the protected area. Since
the above materials may have been contaminated and stored outside the
licensee's RCA before the licensee implemented the improved monitoring
capabilities and corrective actions for the 97-06-02 violation.
additional enforcement concerning those examples was not considered
appropriate.

In the morning of September 18. 1997, a licensee HPT found a contact
thermometer in the licensee's parking lot behind the Training Building
on his way into work. The thermometer was a disk approximately two
inches in diameter. Purple paint was found on the back of the
instrument. The licensee utilized purple paint to identify tools having
low level fixed contamination that were for use in the licensee's RCA
only. The thermometer was taken into the RCA and surveyed. Technicians
found the thermometer contaminated with fixed low level contamination

of'pproximately150 ccpm (approximately 7,500 dpm/100 cm') when measured
with a thin window GM detector. The thermometer was also counted in the
licensee's SAM 9 monitor indicating radioactivity of approximately
6,000 dpm. An isotopic examination identified the contamination as
Co". The radioactive contamination on the thermometer was at a level
that could be detected with either a thin window GM detector 'or the
licensee's SAM 9. The licensee',s portal monitors at the Nuclear
Entrance Building were set up to cause an alarm when 200 nanocuries of
Cs"'assed the monitor. The contact thermometer having approximately 3
nanocuries would not cause the portal monitors to alarm. The
thermometer had a "FPL 92-033," marking on its surface, was not damaged,
and did not appear to have been exposed to the elements for any extended
period. The licensee initiated CR 97-1492 on September 18, 1997, to
cause corrective actions for the release of the contaminated material.

The licensee's failure to control a tool designated for use only in the
RCA and having radioactive byproduct contamination was identified as a
violation of licensee procedures and 10 CFR Part 20. 1801. The item is
tracked as the second example of'VIO 50-250,251/97-10-05, Failure To
Control Licensed Byproduct Materials. The failure to control
contaminated items or items designated,use only in the RCA is a repeat
violation of 97-06-02. NCVs 96-02-06 and 96-04-04.
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R1.7

R5.1

The licensee improved contamination monitoring capabilities for items
being released from the RCA with more sensitive small tool monitors.
A repeat violation with two examples was identified for failure to
control licensed byproduct materials.

Unit 3 Fuel Transfer Canal Radiation Surve s 83750

Ins ection Sco e

This area was reviewed to determine whether the licensee was proper ly
evaluating plant radiation levels during the transfer of'pent fuel from
the reactor to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) storage.

Observations and Findin s

The inspectors verified the licensee was adequately monitoring the
radiation levels in areas surrounding the Unit 4 fuel transfer canal and
proper ly controlling access to those areas during fuel transfers.

The HP technicians remotely monitored the areas with continuously
recording radiation detectors thr'oughout the fuel transfer process.

Conclusion

Licensee radiation protection controls and monitory activities
concerning the temporary. high'adiation areas resulting from the
transfer 'of spent fuel from the Unit 4 reactor to the Unit 4 SFP were
good.

Staff Trainin and ualifications in Radiation Protection and Chemistr
83750

Ins ection Sco e

The qualifications of vendor HPTs were reviewed to verify the staff met
the minimum qualification requi rements and had received the required
training described in licensee implementing procedures.

b. Observations and Findin s

Licensee Technical Specification (TS) 6.3. 1 required each member of the
unit staff meet, or exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971
for comparable positions. except for the Health Physics Supervisor who
shall meet or exceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.8,
"Personnel Selection and Training," revision dated September 1975.

Licensee procedure O-ADH-360, Health Physics Department Personnel
Training and Qualifications, revision dated March 1, 1994, specified the
qualification and training requirements for Temporary Employee HPTs.
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Section 5.3.3 required an ANSI qualified Temporary Employee shall have a
minimum of 6,000 hours of health physics experience in commercial
nuclear power plants. The procedure also specified the training
requirements for the vendor HPTs.

The inspector randomly selected a large sample of individuals from alist of vendor HPTs onsite for the Unit 4 RFO and reviewed the resumes
'ndtraining records for those individuals. All of the selected HPTs

had the minimum 6,000 hours of health physics experience and had
satisfactorily completed all of the licensee's training requirements for
those positions.

Prior to the Unit 4 RFO the HP supervisor interviewed five contract
Health Physics Technicians (HPT) on the proper controls for releasing
material from the licensee's RCA. All five individuals interviewed
failed to provide acceptable knowledge on the licensee's requirements
for releasing equipment and material from the RCA. The findings were
documented in a condition report CR 97-13-12 dated September 2. 1997.
As a result, the licensee provided training concerning the licensee's
release procedures for all senior contract HPTs. The inspectors
verified the contract HPTs had received the training.

Conclusion

The inspectors concluded the vendor HPTs met the licensee's
qualification and training requirements.

Status of EP Facilities, Equipment, and
Resources'artial

Loss of Emer enc Siren Power Su lies 71750

On August 29, 1997, at 2:50 p.m., licensee offsite personnel'discovered
that the siren notification system for the Turkey Point emergency
planning zone (EPZ) were out-of-service. Both the primary and alternate
radio repeater transmitters were initially thought to be lost. The
system was immediately reset at 2:56 p.m., and the sirens were made
available. Each siren was tested, and system operability was confirmed
by 4:00 p.m.

The control room was notified at 3:45 p.m. and an ENS call was made (1
hour report per 10 CFR 50.72.8.1.v) due to loss of offsite emergency
communications. =The call was completed at 4:28 p.m. In addition, CR
No. 97-1303 was written to address root cause and corrective actions.
Subsequent licensee investigations concluded that only one transmitter
had failed. Based on the availability of the redundant transmitter, on
September 9, 1997, the licensee retracted the event notification.

The inspector reviewed the event and the CR. verified that the
notifications were timely, and discussed the event with licensee
personnel. The failure was due to a random lockout of one of the
redundant repeater transmitters. The device was able to be reset
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immediately. The inspector concluded that the licensee appropriately
addressed these failures, and related issues.

Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

Securit Power Su l i es 71750

The insp'ector reviewed the AC/DC power distribution for the security
system. This included the batteries. chargers. inverters. motor control
centers, diesel generator, and support systems. On September 1, 1997,
the inspector witnessed the diesel test per procedure O-OP-026, CAT 400
Operation. The CAT 400 is a 400 horsepower Caterpillar Diesel
Generator.

The inspector noted that the operator performing the test was very
knowledgeable and adhered strictly to procedure compliance. The
security AC/DC power distribution was well maintained and functional.

Security and Safeguards Procedures and Documentation

Protected Area/Vital Area Access Controls

Ins ection Sco e 81700

The inspector evaluated the licensee's implementation of protected/vital
area access control with respect to terminated contractor employees.
The licensee's Physical Security Plan (PSP), Revision 10. dated Hay 19,
1997. states. "Unescorted access to the Protected Area is granted to
persons who have a work related need for entry."

b. Observations and Findin s

Inspection Report 50-250, 50-251/97-02 documented inadequacies with
respect to Turkey Point's Access Control Program. In response to
similar inadequacies identified by St. Lucie regarding their Access
Control Program, Turkey Point reviewed access records beginning
January 1, 1996, and determined that five individuals were favorably
terminated. However, the individuals'adges remained active for
approximately one to three months after termination. The five
individuals did not enter the protected area after termination.

The licensee determined that Florida Power and Light (FPSL) Human
Resources Department failed to notify security in a timely fashion. To
correct these deficiencies the licensee revised General Operating
Procedure 110, "Releasing an Employee," on December 18, 1996, to clearly
reflect supervisors'uties to immediately notify security to remove
individuals'ccess and collect and send the site security badges to the
respective site. A "Notice of Separation" checklist was also added to
the procedure to assist supervisors in releasing employees
appropriately. Additionally, emphasis was placed on the continuing need
to carefully review the site's 31 day access list for employees no
longer requiring unescorted access.
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Upon further discussion with licensee representatives, the inspector
identified that although adequate corrective action was taken to ensure
FP8L employees were released appropriately and access terminated timely,
the licensee failed to address the continuing oversight of contract
employees.

The licensee informed the inspector that on June 18, 1997, a contract
employee was favorably terminated. However, security was not notified
until August 5, 1997, that the employee no longer required unescorted
access to the Turkey Point facility.
Upon review of access records. the inspector noted that the individual's
badge remained active for approximately 47 days after termination. The
individual had protected area access only. During the 47 day period,
the individual did not enter the protected area. Security immediately
deactivated the individual's badge and hand geometry enrollment upon
notification.

Subsequent discussion with licensee representatives revealed that the
contract company failed to notify the licensee's chemistry supervisor
upon termination of the individual. The contract company had in place a
short term contract which specified responsibility to contact security
to deactivate a terminated employee's badge. However. the contract did
not address a specific timeframe, for either favorable or non-favorable
terminations. Also, on July 1, 1997, the licensee queried the contract
company to review a current access list and note any individuals not
requiring unescorted access. The contract company fai led to note the
individual in question.

Administrative Procedure 402, dated November 21, 1996, described the'31-
day Access List as information to be reviewed by Department Heads to
ensure all personnel within thei r departments still require unescorted
access and/or assigned access area authorizations. 'n June 17 and
July 31, 1997, the responsible FP&L Department Head signed 31 day access
certifications for both June and July, but failed to identify the
individual in question as no longer requi ring unescorted access.

The licensee has initiated the following corrective action to address
the continuing inadequacies in, the Access Control Program:

l. At the time of inspection, a Nuclear Policy Statement outlining
Supervisors'esponsibility and disciplinary actions was being
drafted to be signed by the President. Nuclear Division.

2. The 31-day Access List Certification was being revised to
incorporate a last badge use date for individuals, in order to
assist supervisors in making a determination.

Condition Report 97-1210 was initiated on August 8, 1997, to
investigate root cause and track the determined corrective
actions.
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4. Standard contracts will be modified to include more stringent
requirements to notify security within a specified timeframe of
those individuals terminated,and no longer requiring unescorted
a'ccess.

Additionally. the licensee is consider'ing dividing contractors into two
classifications to better control access to the site. Contractors
determined to be short term will have their badges pulled after 31 days.
Contractors that the licensee expects to return to the site on a

continuing basis during the year, will have their access levels removed.
Upon return, this class of contractors wi 11 have their access levels
reinstated. The licensee plans to utilize the escorting process on a
more frequent basis.

c. Conclusion

A review of plans, records. reports.. and interviews with appropriate
individuals verified that the licensee failed to meet the requirements
of the PSP when they continued to grant a terminated individual
unescorted access, although the individual did not have a work related
need for entry. This matter was identified as a violation (50-250,50-
251/97-10-06).

V. Mana ement Meetin s

Xl Exit Meetin Summar

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at the conclusion of the inspection on October 3, 1997. The
licensee acknowledged the findings present;

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during
the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.

Partial List of Persons Contacted

Licensee

T. V. Abbatiello, Site Quality Manager
R. J. Acosta, Director, Nuclear Assurance
J. C. Balaguero, Plant Operations Support Supervisor .

P. M. Banaszak, Electrical/l&C Engineering Supervisor
R. Brown, Health Physics Supervisor
T. J ~ Carter, Maintenance Support Supervisor
J. Danek, Corporate Health Physics
B. C. Dunn, Mechanical Systems Supervisor
R. J. Earl, QC Supervisor
S. M. Franzone, I&C Maintenance Supervisor
J. R. Hartzog, Business Systems Manager
G. E. Hollinger,.Licensing Manager
R. J. Hovey, Site Vice-President
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M. P. Huba. Nuclear Materials Manager
D. E. Jernigan ~ Plant General Manager
T. 0. Jones, Operations Supervisor
M. D. Jurmain, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
V. A. Kaminskas, Services Manager
J. E. Kirkpatrick. Security. Fire, EP, Safety Supervisor
G. D. Kuhn, Procurement Engineering Supervisor
R. J. Kundalkar, Vice President, Engineering and Licensing
H. L. Lacal, Training Manager
J. D. Lindsay, Health Physics Supervisor
E. Lyons, Engineering Administrative Supervisor
C. L. Howrey, Licensing Specialist
H. N. Paduano, Manager, Licensing and Special Projects
M. 0. Pearce, Maintenance Manager
K. W. Petersen, Site Superintendent
T. F. Plunkett, President, Nuclear Division
K. L. Remington, System Performance Supervisor
R. E. Rose, Work Control Manager
C. V. Rossi, QA and Assessments Supervisor
W. Skelley, Plant Engineering Manager
R. N. Steinke, Chemistry Supervisor
E. A. Thompson, Engineering Manager
D. J. Tomaszewski, Systems Engineering Hanager
J. Trejo, Health Physics and Chemistry Supervisor
A. Katz, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor
G. A. Warriner, Quality Surveillance Supervisor
R. G. West, Operations Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen, engineers,
technicians, operators, mechanics, and electricians.

List of Opened, Closed, and Discussed Items

0 ened

50-250,251/97-10-05, VIO, Fai lu're to control byproduct material released from
the licensee's radiation control area (section Rl.6)

50-250,251/97-10-06 VIO, Failure to limit unescorted access to those
individuals with a work related need for entry
(section S3.1)

Closed

50-250,251/97-04-01 IFI, Operations Self-Assessment (section 07.2)

50-250,251/97-10-01 NCV. Failure to perform IST with a calibrated system
(section H3.1)

50-250,251/97-10-02 NCV, Maintenance Over time Procedure Violation (section
M4. 1)
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LER 50-250/97-07 Unit 3 Auto Trip Due to MSIV Closure (section E8.1)

50-250,251/97-10-04 NCV, Failure t'o Follow RWP and Administrative Procedures
(section Rl.3)

List of Inspection Procedures Used

IP 37550:

IP 37551:

IP 40500:

IP 60705

IP 60710

IP 61726:

IP 62700:

IP 62707:

IP 71707:

IP 71750:

'P 73753:

IP 83750:

IP 90712:

IP 90713:

IP 92700:

IP 92901

IP 92903

Engineering

Onsite Engineering

Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying. Resolving. and
Prevent Problems

Preparation for Refueling

Refueling Activities

Surveillance Observations

Maintenance Program

Maintenance Observations

Plant Operation

Plant Support Activities

Inservice Inspection

Occupational Radiation Exposure

Inoffice Review of Written Reports

Review of Periodic Reports

Onsite Followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power
Reactor Facilities

Followup - Operations

Followup - Engineering

List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

ADM
AFW

ALARA
a.m.

Administrative (Procedure)
Auxiliary Feedwater
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Ante Meridiem
Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
American National Standard Institute
Annunciator Response Procedure
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ASME(OM)

CAT
CCPM

CCW

CET
CFR
CPM

CR
CV
CVCS
DC

DPM

DPR
DRP
DRS
ECC

ECCS
EDG

e.g.
ENS
EP
EPZ
etc.
F
FL
FME
FPL
GL
GM

GOP

gpm
HHSI
HP

HPS
HPT
Hz
I8C
i.e.
IFI
IP
IRD
ISI
IST
KV
LCV
LER
LI
LLRT
M&TE
MCC

MEP
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Operations and
Maintenance)
Caterpillar (diesel)
Corrected Counts Per Minute
Component Cooling Water
Core Exit Thermocouple
Code of Federal Regulations
Counts Per Minute
Condition Report
Control Valve
Chemical Volume Control System
Direct Current
Disintegration Per Minute
Power Reactor License
Division of Reactor Projects
Division of Reactor Safety
Emergency Containment Cooler
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
For Example
Emergency Notification System
Emergency Preparedness
Emergency Planning Zone
et cetera
Fuse
Florida
Foreign Materials Exclusion
Florida Power and Light
Generic Letter
Geiger Muller
General Operating Procedure
Gallons Per Minute
High Head Safety Injection
Health Physics
Health Physics - Surveillance
Health Physics Technician
Her tz
Instrumentation and Control
That Is
Inspector Followup Item
Inspection Procedure
International Research Development
Inservice Inspection
Inservice Test
Kilovolt
Level Control Valve
Licensee Event Report
Level Indicator
Local Leak Rate Test
Measuring and Test Equipment
Motor Control Center
Minor Engineering Package
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MOV

mrem
HSIV
HSR
NCV
No.
NP
NPS
NRC

NSS
ODI -CO
ONOP

OP
OSP
OTSC
PCE
PC/H
PDR

p.m.
PH
PMI
PMM

PNSC
PORV
PRB

psi
,PSP
PTN
PWO

QA
QAO

QC

QI
RCA
RCO

RCP
RCS
RHR
RP8(C

RPV
RWP

SAH
SFP
SI

'GFP

SMH

SRO
TCN
TS
TSA
TSAS
UFSAR
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Motor -Operated Valve
Milli-Roentgen Equivalent Han
Hain Steam Isolation Valve
Moisture Separator Reheater
Non-Cited Violation
Number
Nuclear Policy
Nuclear Plant Supervisor
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Safety Speakout
Operations Department Instructions (Conduct of Operations)
Off-Normal Operating Procedure
Operating Procedure
Operations Surveillance Procedure
On-the-Spot Change
Personnel Contamination Event
Plant Change/Modification
Public Document Room
Post Meridiem
Preventive Maintenance
Preventive Maintenance - I8C
Preventive Maintenance - Mechanical
Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
Power-Operated Relief Valve
Plant Review Board
Pounds Per Square Inch
Physical Security Plan
Project Turkey'Nuclear
Plant Work Order
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance Organization
Quality Control
Quality Instruction
Radiation Control Area
Reactor Control Operator
Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor Coolant System
Residual Heat Removal
Radiological Protection & Chemistry
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Radiation Work Permit
Small Articles Monitor
Spent Fuel Pit
Safety Injection
s/g Feedwater Pump

Surveillance Maintenance - Mechanical
Senior Reactor Operator
Temporary Change Notice
Technical Specification
Temporary System Alteration
TS Action Statement 'I

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
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URI
V

VAC
VCT
VIO
WCC

WOG

Unresolved Item
Volt
Volt AC
Volume Control Tank
Violation'ork Control Center
Westinghouse Owners Group
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